Let us state a standard result on algebraic group actions:
PROPOSITION. For an analytic map germ y: S ~ (V, v), S a reduced analytic space germ and (V, v) the germ in v of a finite dimensional complex vector space V, together with an algebraic subgroup G of GL(Y) the following holds:
(i) T he germ T of points t in S for which y(t) lies in the orbit G. v of G through v is analytic.
(ii) T here is an analytic map germ ~: T ~ (G, 1) such that y(t) = ~(t) · v for all t in T.
Indeed, the orbit G. v is a locally closed submanifold of V, isomorphic to the homogeneous manifold G/Gv via the orbit map G/Gv ~ G.v, and the natural map G ~ G/Gv admits local sections.
The second part of the Proposition asserts that every analytic curve in a G-orbit is locally induced from an analytic curve in G. The object of the present article is to establish this statement in the case where V = (Opn is a finite free module over the C-algebra (9n of convergent power series in n variables and G = K = GLp ((On) x Aut (9n is the contact group acting naturally on Opn. Recall that the orbits of K through f in Opn just correspond to the isomorphism classes of the analytic space germs in (Cn, 0) (0)) of y with the natural map Opn ~ Yk is analytic. By the Proposition the germ Tk of points t in S with 03B3k(t) ~ Kk · 03B3k (0) is analytic. Clearly Tk+1 c Tk. As Os is Noetherian the sequence becomes stationary, say Tk = T* for k » 0. The Proposition gives analytic 4Jk: T* ~ (Kk, 1) such that yk(t) = ~k(t)·03B3k (0) where I(g) is the ideal of (9n generated by the components of g and J(g) is the On-submodule of (9P generated by the partial derivatives of g.
( Next, let us interpret Theorem 1 geometrically. For an analytic y : S -(9P given by G: (C", 0) x S ~ CP consider the space germ X defined in (C", 0) x S by G. For fixed s ~ S the vector y(s) E (9P defines the germ 200 in a(s) = (0, s) of the fiber of 03C0 = prix: X ~ S over s. Conversely, a morphism n : X-S of space germs with section 03C3 : 8-+X has an embedding X ~ (Cn, 0) x S over S with a(S) = 0 x S, see [F, 0.35] . Moreover an analytic (D: S ~ Aut (9,, given by 03A6(s)(x) = y(x, s) induces an automorphism 0 of (Cn, 0) x S over S mapping 0 x S onto itself: 0(x, s) = (y(x, s), s).
Combining these remarks we get:
THEOREM l'. For a morphism of analytic space germs 03C0: X ~ S, S reduced, with section 6: S ~ X denote by Xt, t E S, the germ in u(t) of the fiber of n over t.
(i) The germ T of points t in S with Xt ~ X0 is analytic.
(ii) For any base change a: S' -S with S' reduced the induced morphism n' : X' = X x s S' ~ S' is trivial along the induced section 03C3' : S' ~ X' if and only if ce maps into T. (We say that n' is trivial along 0"' if there is an isomorphism X' ~ Xo x S' over S' mapping 0"'(8') onto 0 x S'.)
The universal property of (ü) applies in particular to the base change T c S and then reads as follows: A local analytic family of analytic space germs with isomorphic members is trivial. This is a local analogon of a result of Fischer and Grauert [F-G] and Schuster [Sch, Satz 4.9] : A flat analytic family of compact analytic spaces with isomorphic members is locally trivial.
Theorem l' can be extended to the case where does not come with a section 0": THEOREM 3. For a morphism of analytic space germs n : X ~ S with S reduced denote by X(a), a E X, the germ in a of the fiber of n through a.
(i) The germ Y of points a in X with X(a) ~ X(O) is analytic.
(ii) The restriction ny : Y-S is a mersion (i.e., has smooth special fiber Y(O) and there is a germ T c S such that ny maps into T and Y ~ Y(O) x T over T).
(iii) For any base change a: S' -S with S' reduced the induced morphism n' : X' = X x s S' -S' is trivial if and only if a maps into T.
(iv) There is a germ Z with X(0) ~ Y(O) x Z. Proof. Choose embeddings X c (cn, 0) x S over S and S c (Cm, 0) and let F:(Cn x Cm, 0) ~ Cp define X. Let y: (C" x Cm, 0) ~ (Opn be given by 03B3(a)(x) = F(x + al, a2). For fixed a E X the germ y(a) E (9' n defines X(a). Hence Theorem 1 yields the analyticity of Y.
Let Y(a) be the germ in a of the fiber of 03C0Y through a. For a E Y fixed its reduction red Y(a) is the germ of those points b E X(a) with X(b) ~ X(a). As X(a) and X (0) 
